DARK WEB SECURITY
Are your company’s user credentials on the dark web? Thousands of email addresses, passwords and other
sensitive data land on the dark web every day, creating risk for your business — and you may not even know
about a vulnerability until it’s too late.
Dark Web MANAGER ensures the greatest amount of protection with 24/7/365 human and machine-powered
monitoring of business and personal credentials, including domains, IP addresses and email addresses.
We uncover your compromised credentials in Dark Web markets, data dumps and other sources, and alert you
to trouble fast, giving you the advantage to act before cybercriminals do.

PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE, VALIDATED DATA
Always-on human and machine monitoring and analysis of compromise data from multiple sources, like Dark
Web markets, data dumps and forums, finds expose credentials fast.
Get valuable intelligence you need to close security gaps with accurate data about your company’s Dark Web
credential compromise threats. Get additional protection from unpleasant surprises with credential monitoring for
your supply chain and for the personal email addresses of your executive and administrative users, reducing the
risk from cybercriminals gaining access to a privileged account.
Dark Web MANAGER delves into every corner of the Dark Web, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hidden chat rooms
Unindexed sites
Private websites
P2P (peer-to-peer ) networks
IRC (internet relay chat) channels
Social media platforms
Black market sites
640,000+ botnets

DARK WEB MONITORING
DOMAINS
Do you have multiple domains that need monitoring? We can do that. Choose this to ensure your and your
customers’ domains are protected with the power of Dark Web MANAGER.

LIVE SEARCHES
Live Data Search is the premiere prospecting tool in the channel, enabling MSPs to quickly run credential
compromise reports and overcome objections by clearly demonstrating dark web-related risks to clients and
prospects.

PERSONAL EMAIL MONITORING
Get additional monitoring for the personal email addresses and credentials of your privileged users, like
executives and network administrators, to prevent business email compromise, account takeover, impersonation
and spoofing.

SUPPLY CHAIN DOMAIN MONITORING
Your security is up to date, but is that the case with your suppliers? Find out quickly if supply chain or third-party
risks are putting your business in danger and act before the bad guys do

